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-50S Revenues, 1940, master die proofs in black on thin card each with value tablets handpainted
in Chinese white for 3c, 15c, 20c, and 100 cor denominations, also denominated proofs for 30c, 2
cor and SOc cor the word 'CORDOBAS' pasted in place, each affixed to thick card, 117 x 140mm.,
initialled and approved 'FOR DENOMINATION ONLY'; also 3c-l00 cor large die proofs in issued colors
on India. die sunk on card, 152 x 228mm., each initialled and approved, lSc creased; accompanied
by layout for sheet format, fine...............................................................
est. $300-400
-506 Revenue, 1914-43, 63 proofs and fifteen stamps overprinted 'Specimen', also imperforate
plate proof sheet of 200 stamps in green on white card and plate proof of 100 stamps in gray on
cream card, usual creasing, split or tears, fine-very
fine
est. $350-500
-507 Revenues, several hundred perforated file copy sheets of 100 or 50 stamps, each overprinted
'Specimen' in red and with security punch including Timbre Fiscal Consular Especial, Timbre
Fiscal, Timbre Fiscal Clase A, Timbre Fiscal Consular, Impuesto al Capital, Timbre Aduanero, etc.,
usual minor faults, most very fine...........................................................
est. $500-750
-508
Stamped Papers, 1919-20, collection of proofs, models and artwork as well as stamped
papers as issued but perforated 'Specimen'
photo ex
est. $200-300
-509 Postal Stationery,
a duplicated selection each overprinted 'Specimen' and most with
security punch, comprising postcards (34), reply paid cards (15), pre-stamped envelopes (9) and
newspaper wrappers (9), also a single unstamped postcard proof in black, some items with archival
handstamps, most very fine
est. $100-150
-510
News Wrapper Stamps, a selection of proof sheets of 28 or 35 stamps each overprinted
'Specimen' in red and with security punches, comprising 2c (3), 4c (2, with 'Specimen' overprint),
Sc (3), 10c (3), 20c (3), 30c (3) and SOc (3), most very fine......
est. $150-200

PANAMA
-511 1892-96, 1c-1p Map large die proofs (15P-21P), set of seven in issued colors on India,
affixed to index cards, lc small and with fault at upper right; also lOc additional large die proof,
apparently from a second die, torn; with perforated file copy sheets of 100 stamps, overprinted
'Specimen' in red across each horizontal pair of stamps, comprising lc (2), 2c (2), 5c (2), 10c (2), 20c
(2) and 1p (2), some sheets with a few stamps removed, usual split perfs, strengthening or margins
missing, fine..................
photo ex
est. $300-400
-512
1905, 1c, 2c Map plate proofs (179-180), imperforate sheets of200 stamps, in green on thin
card-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations
to this effect in lower margin, creased horizontally through sixth and fourteenth rows of stamps, 2c
sheet creased at upper right corner, otherwise fine........................................
est. $300-400
-513
1906-21, 1c-SOc Postage
& Commemoratives,
red 'Specimen'
overprint
(187S,
189S-191S, 1975, 220S-232S), three sheets of each except for 1906 lc (9), 2c (9), 5c (14),1921, 2c
(2), each stamp with overprint and security punch, 1921 1c-4c sheets separated in two, some
separation throughout, otherwise fine
est. $200-300
-514
1911, Vzc Map production
file (195) stamp size composite engraved model in rose carmine
with value tablets handpainted in Chinese white, on card 55 x 4Smm., also large die proof in rose
carmine on India, die sunk on card, 126 x 128mm., initialled and approved; accompanied by
original map from which some design work was derived and with notation regarding the numbers
o f s carn p s to be printed, affixed to thick card, 187 x 132mm., with 1905 2c stamp affixed to illustrate
the intended changes in design, very fine......
photo
est. $750-1,000
-515
1909, V2-10c Portraits,
plate proofs (195P-201P), imperforate plate proof sheets of 200
stamps arranged in two panes of 100 stamps horizontally or vertically on thin card, in greenapparently from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations to this
effect in lower margin, comprising 1/2C, lc frame (Plate 3A), lc vignette (Plate 4A), 2c frame (Plate
3), 2c vignette (Plate 3), 2V2C, Sc frame (?Plate 2) and 5c vignette (Plate 5), also similar plate proof
sheets ofl00 stamps comprising lc frame 2, ? and Plate 2A), lc vignette (2, Plate 2 and Plate 3A), 2c
frame (Plate 2), 2c vignette (Plate 2), Sc frame, Sc vignette (Plate 4), 8c frame, 8c vignette, 10c frame
and 10c vignette, usual creasing or splitting, most fine.
est. $750-1,000
-516
1909, V2c-10c Portraits,
booklet
panes (195aS, 197bS, 198aS-201aS), B1.50 Stamp
Booklet F26S9, containing blocks of six 10c (201) and 5c (200), also twelve stamps in two panes of
six 21f2c (199), lc (197) and 1/2c (196), each stamp overprinted 'Specimen' in red and with security
punch, very fine
photo
est. $350-500
-517
1909 V2-10c Portraits,
booklet panes (195aS, 197bS, 198aS-201aS), B1.50 Stamp Booklet
F26S9, containing blocks of six 10c (201) and Sc (200), also twelve stamps in two panes of six 2112C
(199), lc (197) and 112c (196), each stamp overprinted 'Specimen' in red and with security punch,
very fine
est. $350-500
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-518
1909, 1c Balboa production
file (197), artist's stamp-size handpainted model in green and
black with lettering in Chinese white on thin card, 53 x 59mm., also original photograph showing
Vasco Nunez de Balboa, affixed to thick card, 135 x 187mm., with 1906 lc stamp affixed and
notation regarding the numbers of stamps to be printed; small die proof on India in issued colors,
affixed to card, 136 x 135mm., initialled and approved
photo ex
est. $750-1,000
-519
1909, 1c Balboa plate proof (197P), vignette (Plate 4A) and frame (Plate 3A) imperforate
plate proof sheets of 200 stamps arranged in two panes of 100 stamps horizontally, in issued colors
on thin card, each initialled and approved in lower margin-apparently
for a printing in 1920, usual
creasing or plate splits affecting some sheet positions, most fine ..
est. $100-150
-520
1909, 1c Balboa plate proof (197P), vignette (Plate 3A) and frame (Plate 2A) imperforate
plate proof sheets of 100 stamps in black on cream card, each with notation in lower margin 'F 6566
Transfer 200/1c faces [or border] 1 R / 11/8/20 [initialled]" frame creased horizontally through sixth
rows of stamps, vignette creased horizontally through sixth, eighth and ninth rows of stamps,
generally poor impressions, fine
est. $100-150
-521
1909, 1c Balboa, plate proof (197P), vignette (Plate 3A) and frame (Plate 2A) imperforate
plate proof sheets of 100 stamps in issued colors on thin card, each initialled and approved in lower
margin-apparently
for a printing in 1919, usual creasing or paper splits affecting some sheet
positions, most fine.............................................................................
est. $100-150
-522
1909 1c Balboa, booklet pane, plate proof (197bP), imperforate frame and vignette plate
proof sheets of 144 stamps arranged in three panes vertically, in green and black, on thin
card-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations
to this effect in lower margin, sheets creased vertically through two rows of stamp impressions,
otherwise fine
est. $350-500
-523
1909, 1c, 5c Booklet
Panes, red 'Specimen'
overprint
(197bS, 200bS), panes of six lc
three sheets of eight panes, 5c three sheets of ten panes and three of five, all punched, 1e some
surface damage, minor separations, one sheet torn, three folded, otherwise fine
est. $100-150
-524
1911, Balboa, booklet
pane (197bS), complete booklet of four panes, each stamp with
security punch, cover with 'Specimen' overprint in red, vertical crease in front cover, otherwise
very fine

est. $150-200

-525
1911, 1c Balboa, booklet pane (197bS), complete booklet of four panes, each stamp with
security punch, cover with 'Specimen' overprint in red, very fine
est. $200-300
-526
1909, 2c Cordoba,
small die proof (198P), in issued colors affixed to card, 127 x 128mm.,
initialled and approved also photograph
showing a portrait of Fernandez de Cordoba affixed to
thick card, 132 x 187mm.; 5c Arosemena (200P), three small die proofs in issued colors, each affixed
to card, max size 129 x 128mm., each initialled and approved, one with notation 'Fix up his
whiskers [initialled]" also photograph
showing Justo Arosemena,
affixed to thick card, 132 x
187mm.; each photograph with corresponding
1906 stamp affixed and with notation regarding the
numbers of stamps to be printed, very fine
photo ex
est. $300-400
-527
1909, 2c Cordoba,
booklet
pane, plate proof (198aP), imperforate frame and vignette
plate proof sheets of 144 stamps arranged in three panes vertically, in green and black, on thin
card-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations
to this effect in lower margin, sheets creased horizontally through one and vertically through two
rows of stamp impressions, otherwise fine
est. $350-500
-528
1911, 2c Cordoba,
booklet pane (198aS), complete booklet offour
security punch, cover with 'Specimen' overprint in red, very fine

panes, each stamp with
est. $200-300

-529
1911, 2c Cordoba booklet pane (198aS), complete booklet of four panes, each stamp with
security punch, cover with 'Specimen' overprint in red, very fine
est. $200-300
-530
1909, 21hc Arms, production
file (199P), artist's stamp-size composite handpainted model
in red orange and black with lettering in Chinese white, printed vignette showing Coat of Arms
pasted in place, mounted on thick card, 140 x 145mm., initialled and approved by customer; also
rendering of Coat of Arms, affixed to thick card, 133 x 187mm., with 1906 21/2C stamp affixed and
notation regarding the numbers of stamps to be printed; large die proof on India in issued color, die
sunk on card, 122 x 128mm., initialled and approved with notation 'Color is too dark See specimen
[initialled]" accompanied by layout for sheet format.................
photo ex
est. $750 ..1,000
-531
1909, Sc Arosemena,
plate proof (200P), vignette (Plate SA) and frame imperforate plate
proof sheets of200 stamps arranged in two panes of 100 stamps horizontally, in issued colors on thin
card, each initialled and approved in lower margin-apparently
for a printing in 1920, usual creasing
or paper splits affecting some sheet positions, most fine
est. $200-300
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e532 1909, 5c Arosemena, plate proof, (200P), vignette (Plate 4) and frame imperforate plate
proof sheets of 100 stamps in black on cream card, each with notation in lower margin 'F .6566
Transfer 200/ 5c faces [or border] 1 R / 11/8/20 [initialled]" frame creased horizontally through fifth
and sixth row of stamps, vignette creased horizontally through sixth, eighth and ninth rows of
stamps, generally poor impressions, fine...................................................
est. $100-150
-533
1909, 5c Arosemeno booklet pane, plate proof (200aP), imperforate frame and vignette
plate proof sheets of 90 stamps arranged in three panes vertically, in green and black, on thin
card-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations
to this effect in lower margin, sheets creased horizontally through one row of stamp impressions
and along interpanneau margin, otherwise fine............................................
est. $350-500
-534
1911, 5c Arosemeno, booklet pane (200aS), complete booklet of two panes, each stamp
with security punch, cover with 'Specimen' overprint in red, very fine.............
est. $200-300
-535
1909, 5c Arosemeno, booklet pane (200aS), complete booklet of two panes, each stamp
with security punch, cover with 'Specimen' overprint in red, back cover split, otherwise fine
.
.........................................................................................................
est. $100-150
-536
1909, 10c Obaldia production file (201), artist's stamp-size composite photographic
model with frame entirely handpainted in deep violet and lettering in Chinese white, mounted on
thick card, 145 x 150mm., initialled and approved by customer with notation regarding size of
stamp and color; also original photograph showing Jose de Obaldia, affixed to thick card, 132 x
187mm., with 1906 10c stamp affixed and notation regarding the rru rrrb er-s of stamps to be printed;
accompanied by internal worksheet....
photo
est. $750-1,000
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-537 c. 1910, 10c, Bc unissued Map design, plate proof on card, cancellation sheets of 100,
dated 10111133, 10c marked 'FLAT PLATE', 13c marked 'ROTARY PLATE', both sheets with two vertical
creases and surface marking, otherwise fine
est. $300-400
-538 1913, 2V2c Balboa, plate proof (202P), frame and vignette imperforate plate proof sheets
of 100 stamps in green and black, on thin card-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the
printing plates were destroyed, notations to this effect in lower margin, sheets with two horizontal
creases between stamp impressions, otherwise fine
est. $200-300
-539
1915-16, V2c-20c Panama Exposition,
production
file (204-212), stamp-size composite
photographic models in the accepted designs, each with the frame entirely handpainted in the
adopted colors and lettering in Chinese white, mounted on separate thick cards, max size 140 x
148mm., each initialled and approved and with notations usually including details of sheet size etc.;
2c stamp size handpainted essay in rose carmine for frame with enlarged space for vignette--unadopted; large die proofs on India in issued colors, die sunk on card, max size 175 x 135mm.,
comprising V2C(2), lc, 2c (2, one with notation regarding insertion of accents), 2V2Cin unadopted
colors with notations 'O.K. not for color 9/22/14 [initialled' and 'Use this color of red for 2c border
[initialled]" 3c (2), 5c (2), 10c and 20c-with
notation 'Not for color'; accompanied by original
artwork and photographs from which the various designs were derived, an outstanding archive
collection
photo ex
est. $3,500-5,000
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-540
1915, V2c-20c Panama Exposition, plate proofs (204P-212P), set of eight frame and
vignette plate proof sheets of 200 stamps arranged in two panes of 100, on thin card, in
green-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations
to this effect in lower margin, usual creasing or tears affecting some stamp impressions, most fine
..
est. $500-750
-541
1915, 2c Balboa, plate proof (206P), imperforate sheet of 200 stamps arranged in two
panes of 100 vertically, in issued colors on thin wove paper, some thinning, paper splits and creases
affecting some sheet positions, most fine--very fine....................................
est. $200-300
-542 1916, 8c Hurtado, small die proof (213P), in issued colors, affixed to card, 125 x
124mm., initialled and approved, also photograph showing Manuel J Hurtado affixed to thick
card, 132 x 187mm.; photograph with corresponding stamp from 1906 issue attached and with
notation regarding the number of stamps to be printed, very fine....................
est. $100-150
-543
1918, 12c-25c Canal Scenes, production
file (214-216), stamp-size composite
photographic models each with frame entirely hand painted in approximate to issued colors and
lettering in Chinese white, affixed to thick card, 257 x 146mm., each with notations regarding sheet
size, minor errors in captions, initialled and approved; 12c-24c set of three large die proofs in issued
colors on India, die sunk on card, 1~0 x 158mm., initialled and approved, 15c with notation
regarding period after word Canal within the inscription; accompanied by three original
photographs, affixed to thick card, 252 x 203mm., with reduced size bromides and from which the
designs were derived, also ink samples
photo ex
est. $2,000-3,000
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-544 1918, 12c-24c Canal Scenes, plate proofs (214-216), set of three imperforate frame plate
proof sheets of 100 stamps in issued colors on thin card, usual annotations in margins which have
been reduced, usual creases or splits affecting some sheet positions, most very fine
.
.....
...
..
est. $350-500

-545 1918, 12c-25c Canal Scenes, plate proofs (214P-216P), set of three imperforate plate
proof sheets of 100 stamps in issued colors on thin wove paper, some archive notes affixed to
reverse, usual tears, creases or splits affecting. some sheet positions, 12c with some thinning on
reverse,
fine
......
est. $350-500
-546 1918, 12c-24c Canal Scenes, plate proofs (214P-216P), set of three frame and vignette
plate proof sheets of 100 stamps on thin card, in green-apparently
from a printing made in 1933
when the printing plates were destroyed, notations to this effect in lower margin, usual creasing or
tears affecting some stamp impressions, most fine........................................
est. $350-500
-547 1918, 12c Purple and Black, large die proofs (214P), two on India, die sunk on card, 127
x 158mm., one with light pencil notation on proof, fine-very
fine
est. $100-200
-548 1920, SOc, 1b Canal Scenes, production
file (218-219), stamp-size composite
photographic models with frames entirely handpainted in orange and deep violet and lettering in
Chinese white, affixed to thick card, 257 x 145mm., initialled and approved and with notations
regarding sheet size, 50c slightly defective and displaced; 50c two large die proofs in issued colors on
India, die sunk on card, 156 x 122mm.; Ib large die proof in issued colors on India, die sunk on
card, 156 x 122mm., not approved and notation regarding mis-spelling of 'CARBONERO'
and
'ESCLUSAS',
accompanied by similar die proof initialled and approved showing that the required
corrections were made; original photographs, max size 350 x 220mm., and reduced size bromides
from which vignette designs were derived, also layout for sheet format and internal worksheets .....
.......
..
photo ex
est. $1,500-2,000

548 ex
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549

-549

1920, SOc, 1b Canal Scenes, large die proofs (218P-219P), in issued colors on India, die

sunk on card, 156 x 123mm., very fine

photo

est. $200-300

-550 1920, SOc, 1b Canal Scenes, plate proofs (218P-219P), set of two frame and vignette plate
proof sheets of 100 stamps on thin card, in green-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when
the printing plates were destroyed, notations to this effect in lower margin, usual creasing or tears
affecting some stamp impressions, most fine...............................................
est. $350-500

-551 1920, SOcand 1b Canal Scenes, plate proofs (218P-219P), imperforate frame and vignette
plate proof sheets of 100 stamps in issued colors on thin card, initialled and approved in lower
margin, usual creasing or splits affecting some sheet positions, most very fine....
est. $350-500
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-552
1921, V2c-SOc Independence
production
file (220-231), range of fifteen stamp-size
composite photographic and handpainted models, six in color, comprising 1/2C,1c (2), 2c (2), 21f2c,
3c, 5c (2, one on separate card as submitted to customer but subsequently re-worked and
resubmitted), 8c, 10c, 15c, 20c, 24c and 50c, affixed to four thick cards, 255 x 145mm, as submitted
to customer, each with notations regarding colors and sheet size; two progressive frame die proofs
in green on India, die sunk on card, max size 100 x 112mm., one over-written,
each with
instruction regarding preparation of subsidiary dies; complete die proofs in issued colors on India,
die sunk on card, max size 172 x 13Zmm., comprising Il2c (2) each with notation regarding accent
on 'A' of 'PANAMA' in caption, lc, 2c, 2112c, 3c (2), 5c (2, one creased}, 8c (2) each with notation
regarding accent on '0' of 'PROCER', 10c with notation regarding accent on 'A' of 'PANAMA' in
captions, 15c (2), 20c, 24c and 50c (2)-differing
states, one without accents in caption, the second
corrected, most initialled and approved; accompanied by original artwork, photographs
and
bromides, layout for sheet format and internal worksheets
photo ex
est. $2,000-3,000
-553
1921, V2c-SOe Independence,
plate proofs (270P-231P) sheets of 200 stamps arranged in
two panes of 100 horizontally or vertically in issued colors on thin card or on India, affixed to card,
comprising I/ZC, 1c (Z - Plates lA and 21\), 2c (2 - Plates lA and 2A) and 5c,also imperforate plate
proof sheet of 100 stamps in issued colors on thin card or on India, affixed to thin card, comprising
21/2C,3c, 8c, 10c, 15c, 20c, 24c and 50c, initialled in lower margin, usual creasing or splits affecting
some sheet positions, many very fine.......
est. $750-1,000
-554
1921, Y2C-SOCIndependence,
plate proofs (220P-231P), imperforate plate proof sheets of
200 stamps arranged in rwo panes of 100 stamps horizontally or vertically on thin card, in
green-apparantly
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations
to this effect in lower margin, comprising 1fzc,lc (2, Plates 1A and 2A), 2c (2, Plates 1A and 2A) and
5c, also .similar plate proof sheets ofl00 stamps comprising 2Y2C,3c, 8c,.10c, 15c, 20c, 24c and 50c,
usual creasing or splitting, most fine.
est. $750-1,000
-555
1921, lc, 2c Independence,
plate proofs (221P-222P), imperforate plate proof sheets of
144 stamps arranged in three panes vertically, for booklet printings, in issued colors, on thin card,
initialled in lower margin, usual creasing or splits affecting some sheet positions, many very fine
.........................................................................................................
est. $350-500
-556
1921, Ic, 2c, Independence
booklet pane, plate proofs (221P-222P), imperforate plate
proof sheets of 144 stamps arranged in three panes vertically, in green on thin card-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations to this effect in
lower margins, sheets with usual creasing, mostly fine
est. $350-500
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-557
1921, 2c Hurtado, production file (232), stamp-size composite photographic model with
the frame entirely handpainted in green and with lettering in Chinese white, affixed to thick card,
145 x 152mm., as submitted to customer, with notation regarding sheet format; large die proof on
India in issued color, die sunk on card, 129 x 166mm., with notation to strengthen lower left
corner, accompanied by similar die proof showing that this work was undertaken, very fine
.
..
photo ex
est. $750-1,000
-558
1921, 2c Hurtado,plate
proof (232P), imperforate sheet of 100 stamps in issued color on
India, affixed to thin card, initialled in margin, usual creases or splits affecting three rows, most
fine-very
fine....................................................................................
est. $200-300
-559
1921, 2c Hurtado, plate proof (232P), imperforate sheet of 100 stamps on thin card, in
green-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed, notations
to this effect in lower margin, creased horizontally through fourth and sixth rows of stamps,
otherwise fine.
est. $100-150
-560
1924, V2c-1b Coat of Arms, large die proofs (234P-243P), set of ten large die proofs in
issued colors on India, die sunk on card, max size 123 x 1SSmm., all handstamped 'FOR APPROVAL'
very fine
photo ex
est. $200-300
-561
1924, V2c-lb Coat of Arms, plate proofs (234P-243P), imperforate sheets of 200 stamps
showing sheet format of two panes of 100 stamps arranged horizontally, in issued colors, on thin
card, comprising 1/2C, lc (2~from Plates 1A and 2A), 2c (2-from lA and 2A), 5c-lb, initialled and
approved, also 10c imperforate plate proofin issued color on stamp paper, with security punctures,
inscribed 'NOT IN CONDITION TO PRINT SEE LETTER' and 'Can not repair' owing to wear at lower left
corner (some thinning on reverse), each sheet creased vertically though the interpanneau margin
(one 2c sheet also creased through a row of stamps) and horizontally through one row of stamps,
few peripheral tears or splits not significantly affecting stamp impressions, very fine
.
....
est. $1,000-1,500
-562
1924, 1c, 2c Coat of Arms plate proofs (235P-236P), imperforate sheets of 144 stamps
arranged in three panes vertically, for booklet printings, in issued colors, on thin card, initialled at
lower right, each sheet folded vertically through eighth row of stamps, very fine
.
. ..
.. ..
.. .. . .
est. $300-400

560 ex
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564

-S63 1924, 5c Coat of Arms stamp size composite
model (237) in blue with frame entirely
handpainted and lettering in Chinese white, engraved central Coat of Arms pasted in place, showing
an unaccepted design, mounted on thick card, 130 x 14Smm., inscribed 'Deficiente', very fine
.
...........................................................................................
photo
est. $350-500
-S64 1924, Sc Coat of Arms stamp size composite model (237), in green with frame entirely
handpainted and lettering in Chinese white, engraved central Coat of Arms pasted in place, showing
an unaccepted design, mounted on thick card, 130 x 145mm., inscribed 'no satisface', very fine
.......
photo
est. $350-500

-565
1924, Sc Coat of Arms production
file (237), stamp size composite model with frame
entirely handpainted in black with lettering in Chinese white, central Coat of Arms pasted in place,
affixed to thick card, 150 x 165mm., with notations giving details of denominations required; Il2c,
I c, 5c, 10c, 12c, lSc, 24c and Ib engraved die proofs on tracing paper, each with value tablets
handpainted in Chinese white, affixed to thick cards, max. size 170 x 145mm.; 1/2c-lb, set of ten
large die proofs in issued colors on India, die sunk on card, max. size 127 x 155mm., initialled and
approved, also 1c small die proof in yellow green affixed to card, scored through with notation '2
Green'; accompanied by layout for sheet format and internal worksheets
.
..................................................................................
photo ex
est. $1,500-2,000
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-566
1936, Postal Congress, Postage, production file (278-287, C21-C26), enlarged
composite photographic models, each with the frame entirely handpainted and lettering in Chinese
white, affixed to separate thick cards, 255 x 145mm., and with stamp-size photographic reduction
alongside; V2C, 1c, 2c, 5c, 15c, 20c, 25c, 50c and 1b Postage and 10c, 20c, 30c and 1b Air Post
enlarged composite photographic models with value tablets and some captions hand painted in
Chinese white, each with notations etc.; series of bromides showing stamp-size reproductions of
adopted vignettes and series of color standard 'Dummy Stamps' affixed to thick cards, each 255 x
145mm.; V2c-1 b ex 20c Postage and 5c-1b Air Post, series of fifteen large die proofs in issued colors,
die sunk on card, 227 x 152mm., each initialled and approved, some with creasing; accompanied by
original photographs from which various designs were derived, layout for sheet format and internal
worksheets
:..............................
photo ex
est. $2,000-3,000
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-567
1950, 2c Sugar Cane production file (376P), composite frame-sunk model on card, 145 x
128mm., in adopted colors to show the changes necessary to convert 2c denomination
from one
color to two color printing; large die proof in issued colors, die sunk on card, 227 x 152mm.,
initialled and approved, some slight paper wrinkles; imperforate plate proof in green and black for
printing of frame and vignette on cream card, handstamped
in upper margin 'BEFORE BENDING',
creased vertically through fifth and sixth rows of stamps and horizontally through tenth row, also
frame and vignette imperforate plate proof sheets of 200 stamps showing sheet format of two panes
of 100 vertically, in issued colors on thin card, initialled and approved in lower margin, both sheets
folded vertically between fifth and sixth rows of stamps and horizontally though eleventh row of
stamps; accompanied by layout for sheet format and internal worksheets relating to the issue
.
...
photo ex
est. $1,000-1,500
-568
Proofs, 1905-50, 95 and fifteen file copy stamps overprinted 'Specimen' and with security
punch, affixed to index cards including values from 1905,1909,1915-16,1918
and 1921 issues, 1936
Postal Congress, also Postage Dues, Semi-Postal, Registration and Late Fee, many earlier proofs cut
small and with gum staining, most fine--very fine
_._....................
est. $750-1,000
.569
1905-57, perforated
file copy sheets of 100 stamps, each overprinted 'Specimen' in various
types and with security punch, comprising 1905 1c green (3) and 2c rose (3); 1906 21/zc (8),1909-15
1f2Corange (6) and 1f2Crose (3); 1913 21izc (3); 1915-16 Exposition, Vzc (3), 2c (3), 21/ZC(3), 3c (2) and
20c (3); 1918 12c (3), 15c (3) and 24c (3); 1921 2c; 1924 V2C(3), lc (6), 2c (72), 5c (47), 10c (33), l2c
(18), 1Sc (18), 24c (6), SOc (3) and I b (3); 1936 Postal Congress V2C(3), lc (3), 2c (3) Sc (3), 10c (3),
15c (3), 20c (3), 2Sc (3), SOc (3) and 1b (3); 1942 Settlement of Border Dispute 2c (7); 1942 I/ZC(5), lc
(6), 2c (3), Sc (3), lOc (3), 1Sc (3), SOc (3) and 1b (3); 1948 1/2C new colors (3); 1948 2c
vermilion-redrawn
(3); 1950 2c bi-colored (3) and 5c monocolored
(3); 1952 10c new colors (3);
19541c new color (3); and 195715c mono color (3); usual split perfs, some sheets with a few stamps
removed or partial strengthening with tape, in certain cases discolored, most very fine
.
.......................................................................................................
_.
est. $500-750
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-570 i930, 15c Air Post production file (C7-C9); composite photographic model with the
entireframe handpainted in green and lettering in Chinese white, affixed to thick card, 255 x
14S'ni:m., initialled and approved; 20e and 25c photographic
models with value tablets handpainted
in Chinese white, mounted on thick card, 25.5 x .14'5ninL, with notation regarding colors to be used,
initialled and approved; also 15c, 20c and 25c large-die proofs in issued colors on India, die sunk on
card, max. size 230 x 150mm., initialledand
approved; accompanied by original enlarged artwork
and reduced size bromides, layout for' sheet format and internal worksheets relating to this issue
...........
photo ex
est. $1,500-2,000
-571 1930, 15c, 20c and 25c Air Post plate proof (C7P-C9P), imperforate sheets of100 stamps
in issued colors on thin card, initialled in lower margin, usual creasing, some splits along edges
affecting only a few sheet positions, most very fine......................................
est. $350-500
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-572
1953, Newspaper Centenary Air Post production file (C138P-C139P), original
enlarged artwork; 5c enlarged composite photographic
model with frame entirely handpainted in
black and gray, lettering Chinese white, 1b stamp size photographic
model with value tablets
handpainted,
mounted on card, 140 x 128mm., inscribed 'DENOMINATION
ONLY' initialled
and
approved; 5c frame-sunk photographic model as submitted to customer, 102 x 82mm.; large master
die proofs in rose carmine and blue on India, die sunk on card, 227 x 152mm., also 5c and lOc large
die proofs in issued colors on India, die sunk on card, 227 x IS2mm.; also Sc and IOc imperforate
plate proof sheets of 100 stamps in issued colors on thin card, initialled and approved, folded
vertically between fifth and sixth rows of stamps; accompanied by worksheets and layout for sheet
format and an incomplete, unadapted hand painted frame essay on card
.
..................................................................................
photo ex
est. $1,000-1,500

-573
1950, 2c Air Post composite frame sunk model on card, 120 x 105mm., in carmine and
black to show the changes necessary to convert 2c denomination
from one-color to two-color
printing, inscribed 'THIS DESIGN NOT REQUIRED AT PRESENT TIME', very fine
est. $100-150
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-574
1964, Ib Vatican II, Air Post production file (C320P), stamp-size frame sunk composite
photographic model showing Panama City Cathedral with a large part of the frame handdrawn in
red regarding denominations
required and size, also a similar model in an unadopted design,
inscribed 'N.G.
[No Good]'; series of twenty-two
composite
models for the designs and
denominations
as issued, each frame sunk on card, 150 x 125mm., initialled and approved; 21c-2b
(C300P-C321P),
set of twenty-two large die proofs in issued colors on India, die sunk on card, 227
x 152mm., with official handstamps
on the proofs themselves, two with notations regarding
changes to vignettes required with additional vignette proofs to show that the changes were made;
also artwork for miniature sheet and sundry proof material including frame-only die proofs and
sample vignette plate proof; accompanied by photographs
and original engravings from which
various designs were derived as well as internal worksheets giving the full history of the preparation
of this issue
photo ex
est. $2,000-3,000
-575
Air Post, 1930-64, 57 proofs affixed to index cards including 1930-41 series, 1942 Border
Settlement,
1942 Definitives,
1953 Newspaper
and 1964 Vatican II, one proof with bad gum
staining, most very fine
est. $500-750
-576
Air Post, 1930-64, perforated file copy sheets ofl00 stamps, each overprinted 'Specimen' in
various types and with security punch, comprising 1930-41 5c (12), 7c (9), Sc (12), 15c (IS), 20c (21)
and 25c (6); 1936 4th Postal Congress (3), 10c (3), 20c (3), 30c (3), 50c (3) and 1b (3); 1942
Anniversary of Settlement of Border Dispute 15c (5), 1942 7c (3), Sc (3), 15c (3), 20c (3) and 50c (3);
1949 5c (3)-and 10c (3); 1950 50c new color (3); 1953 Centenary of Panama's First Newspaper 5c (3)
and lOc (3); also 1964 Vatican II, 2Ic (3, for each design), I b (~) and 2b (3); usual perf splitting, some
strengthened with tape with resulting discoloration,
a few stamps removed from sheets, margins
missing, etc., most very fine...
est. $750-1,000
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-577 1904, 10e Registration
Stamp
(F27P), 2Y2C Late Fee Stamp
(13P), and 5e
Acknowledgement
of Receipt (H22P), imperforate plate proof sheets of 200 stamps on thin
card, in green-apparently
from a printing made in 1933 when the printing plates were destroyed,
notations to this effect in lower margin, usual creasing or tears affecting some stamp impressions,
most fine
est. $300-400
-578
1904, Sc Acknowledgement
of Receipt Stamp (H22), three perforated file copy sheets of
100 stamps, each overprinted 'Specimen' in red and with security punch; 2Y2CLate Fee Stamp (13),
three perforated file copy sheets of 100 stamps, each overprinted 'Specimen' in blue and with
security punch; l Oc Registration Stamp (F27) , two perforated file copy sheets of 200 stamps, each
overprinted 'Specimen' in red and with security punch, many perfs separated and split into
multiples of various sizes; usual minor faults, most very fine..........................
est. $200-300
-579
1915, le-l0e Postage Due production
file (Jl-J4), stamp size composite photographic
and hand painted models prepared for design and style, 1c in red orange and black, IOc in deep violet
and black, each mounted on thick card, 255 x 145mm, with reduced size photographic model,
prepared for size, alongside--4c showing new design for vignette, each with notations regarding
design and approval; 4c essay die proof showing unadopted view of the National Palace, on thin
card, 68 x 58mm., with notations including 'shall we cancel this die 1 new one engraved 2/23/15
[initialled]" also lc-l0c large die proofs in issued colors on India, die sunk on card, max. size 130 x
168mm., each initialled and approved with additional 4c proof; accompanied by original
photographs, postcards ete. from which designs were derived and internal worksheet relating to the
issue
photo ex
est. $1,500-2,000
-580
1921, 1e-10c Postage Due plate proofs (J1P-J4P), set of four imperforate plate proof
sheets of 100 stamps on thin card, green-apparently
for a printing made in 1933 when the printing
plates were destroyed, notations to this effect in lower margin, usual creasing affecting some sheet
positions, most fine-very
fine
est. $350-500
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-581 1915, 1e-10e Postage Due plate proof (J1P-J4P), set of four imperforate plate proof
sheets of 100 stamps in issued colors on thin wove paper, some archive notes affixed to reverse,
usual tears, creases or splits affecting some sheet positions, most very fine.........
est. $300-400
-582
1921, 1e Unissued Official Stamp, stamp-size composite engraved model with frame
entirely handpainted in green and lettering in Chinese white, affixed to thick card, 140 x 240mm.,
with notation 'Not to be used [initialled] 5.19.21'; also 2c, 5c and 10c composite photographic
models with value tablets handpainted in Chinese white, mounted adjacent on thick card, 257 x
145mm., with notation 'Not to be used [initialled] 5.19.21' and notations regarding the colors to
have been used; also some preliminary design material and part of an internal memorandum
regarding the issue...............................
photo ex
est. $750-1,000
-583
1939, 1c Postal Tax production file (RA1-RA4), stamp-size photographic model in red
brown, mounted on thick card, 128 x 145mm., as submitted to customer; also range of die proofs,
some sunk on card, max. notation 'This color O.K. providing it is no redder when printing if
necessary use color 17 orange [initialled]', and blue (3); also original enlarged artwork showing
portraits of the Curies and internal worksheets relating to the issue
.
.
photo ex
est. $750-1,000
-584 Postal Tax, 1939-49, perforated file copy sheets of 100 stamps each overprinted 'Specimen'
in red and with security punch comprising 1939 lc rose carmine (5), lc green (5), lc orange (5) and
1e blue (5); 1940 Lc rose carmine (5), lc green (5), lc orange (5) and I.c blue (5); 1942 Ic violet (3);
1943 lc rose carmine (3), lc green (3), lc orange (3) and lc blue (3); 1947 lc rose carmine (3), lc
green (3), lc orange (3) and lc blue (3); also 1949 lc brown (3), some very minor perf splitting, most
very fine
est. $200-300

e585 1920,20c Lake Brown Telegraph, engraved model with value tablets handpainted, affixed
to thick card, 139 x 145mm., initialled and approved with notation regarding sheet size; large die
proof in issued color on India, die sunk on card, 132 x 142mm., initialled and approved,
accompanied by layout for sheet format, very fine in issued color......
photo
est. $300-400
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-586
1919-22 Telegraph, 50c stamp size composite photographic
model with frame entirely
handpainted in green and lettering in Chinese white, affixed to thick card, 140 x 145mm., as
submitted to customer, initialled and approved, with notations regarding denominations required;
1b composite photographic model with value tablets handpainted in Chinese white (upper left being
for 5b denomination), affixed to thick card, 125 x 148mm., with notation that color should be '#13
Brown'; 1/2C-5b, set of eight large die proofs in issued colors on India, die sunk on card, max. size
140 x 150mm., initialled and approved; accompanied by internal memorandum relating to the issue
.................................................
'
photo ex
est. $500-750
-587
1919-22, V2~c7"5bTelegraph,
seven large die proofs in issued colors on India, die sunk on
card, max. size 138['x 155mm., each with pencil notation on proof, 1/2C with slight gum staining,
others very fine................................................................
photo ex
est. $150-200
-588
1919-22, V2c-5b Telegraph,
set of eight imperforate plate proof sheets of 100 stamps in
issued colors on thin card, initialled and approved in lower margin, 1/2C pane slightly oxidised, all
panes creased horizontally through two rows of stamps, most sheet positions very fine
.,
.
.....................................................................................
est. $350-500
-589 Telegraph,
1919-1922, perforated file copy sheets of 100, each overprinted 'Specimen' and
with security punch comprising 1/2c (3), 1c (3), 5c (3), 10c (3), 20c (4), 25c (3), 50c (3)-,Lb (3) and 5b
(3); usual perf splitting, one sheet of each denomination with six stamps removed, most stamps
very fine
:................................
est. $200-300
-590 Postal Stationery,
1904-40, Postal Cards, three proofs on index cards (one stained), also
eighteen cards each overprinted 'Specimen', some also with archival hands tamp, most very fine
...
est. $100-150
-591 Postal Stationery,
1916-21, entires, a duplicated selection overprinted or perforated
'Specimen' comprising 1916 2c, 1920 5c (6), 19211c (4), 1923 l c (5) and 2c (6), some creased and a
few items als? with archival handstamp, most very fine................................
est. $100-150
-592 Postal Stationery,
1926, Letter Card, large proof in red on index card, also three cards as
issued overprinted 'Specimen' in red, one with additional archival handstamps, very fine
.
....................................................................
est. $100-150
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-593
1920, 1c Embossed
Revenue
Stamp--Impuesto
de Consumo Interno, actual size
composite model with engraved vignette and border completely hand painted in carmine with
lettering in Chinese white, affixed to thick card, 145 x 160mm., with notation 'Engrave Embossing
Die on 1/4" Steel 1 see order sheet', proof impression on watermarked wove paper and a further
proof impression on wove paper affixed to index card, very fine ...
photo ex
est. $200-300
-594 National Revenue Stamps, 1915-25, collection of proofs and essay material including die
proofs and plate proofs, accompanied by internal worksheets, etc
.
.
photo ex
est. $350-500
-595 Liquor Duty Stamps (including Beer Tax), 1919-25, collection of proofs and essay
material including models, die proofs and plate proofs, accompanied by internal worksheets, ete.
.........................................................................................................
est. $500-750
-596
1928, 5b Passport Stamp, stamp-size composite model with engraved Coat of Arms and
frame completely handpainted in carmine and lettering in Chinese white, affixed to thick card, 150
x 140mm. initialled and approved, progressive die proof in issued color on India, die sunk on card,
227 x 152mm., with notation regarding addition of accent above the 'A' on 'PANAMA', also final
proof showing this corrected; imperforate plate proof sheets of 100 stamps in issued color on India
affixed to thin card, on thin card and in green also on thin card-the latter taken when the plate was
destroyed in 1952, accompanied by layout for sheet format and internal worksheets, plate proof
with usual creasing or splitting, most exceptionally fine
photo ex
est. $300-400
-597 Perfume
Tax, 1929, lc stamp-size composite model with engraved Coat of Arms and
frame completely handpainted in green and lettering in Chinese white, affixed to thick card, 142 x
146mm., initialled and approved with notations regarding denominations required; 3c and 10c
stamp-size photographic models with value tablets handpainted affixed to thick card, 220 x
145mm., with notation 'Steel die for litho transfer'; also lc large die proof, showing slight gum
staining; accompanied by internal worksheets...........................
photo ex
est. $300-400
-598 Perfume Tax, 1919-26, lc, 21!2Cand 10c, collection of proofs and essay material including
die proofs and plate proofs, accompanied by internal worksheets, etc
.
..... .
.
photo ex
est. $350-500

zo,

-599 Playing Card Revenue, 1929,
stamp-size composite model with engraved proof in
deep violet showing value tablets and 'NAIPES' handpainted, affixed to thick card, 145 x 170mm.,
initialled and approved; bromide affixed to similar card with notations regarding style of lettering;
small die proof in issued color affixed to card, 84 x 1OOmm., and imperforate plate proof sheet of
100 stamps in issued color, on thin card, creased and partially splitting horizontally along central
two rows of stamps; accompanied by layout for sheet format and internal worksheets
.
.........
photo ex
est. $300-400
-600 Revenues, 1906-1946, 182 proofs and a selection of issued stamps overprinted 'Specimen',
affixed to index cards including Passport Stamps, Cigar Bands, Cigarette Tax, Perfume Tax,
Playing Card Tax, Personal Tax, National revenue, Liquor and Beer Tax, also Telegraph Stamps,
some faults as usual, nevertheless a comprehensive archive reference, most very fine
.
...........
est. $750-1,000
-601 Revenues, 1915-41, perforated file copy sheets, estimated 1,000 in large carton, each stamp
overprinted 'Specimen' and with security punch, including Impuesto de Consumo Interno, Liquor
Tax, Timbre Nacional, Impuesto Personal, Perfume Tax, Servicio de Pasaportes, usual minor faults
affecting a few stamps, some sheets incomplete, most very fine
est. $750-1,000
e602 Stamped Papers, 1904-27, collection of proofs (7) and stamped papers as issued (17, one
overprinted 'Specimen'), many affixed to index cards, most very fine..............
est. $150-200

PARAGUAY
-603
1940, 50c-5p Dr. Jose Francia, production
file (382-385), five stamp-size photographic
models, most with value tablets or caption hand painted in Chinese white, various notations
regarding the design and denominations, each mounted on thick card, max size 153 x IS4mm.; SOc
and 1!2Pframe sunk bromides in red brown and blue showing the two adopted designs, as submitted
to customer, max size 135 x 145mm., initialled and approved, 50c large die proof in carmine rose,
Ip and 5p large die proofs in bright green and deep blue as issued, on India, die sunk on card, 151 x
228mm.; accompanied by layout for sheet format, internal worksheets and photographs from
which designs were derived..................................................
photo ex
est. $500-750
e604 Proofs, 1939-42, 63, affixed to index cards including Postage, Air Post and Semi-Postal
Stamps, including master die proofs, 1939 New York World's Fair, 1940 Pan American Union,
1940 Francia, 1943 Discovery of America, some proofs die sunk on cards, most very fine
.
.........................................................................................................
est. $500-750
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